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) in terms of the
Poincare-Birkho-Witt (PBW) basis. We relate these expressions with those in terms











We consider the q - deformation U
q
(G) of the universal enveloping algebras U(G) of
simple Lie algebras G called also quantum groups [1], quantum universal enveloping
algebras [2], [3], or just quantum algebras. The representations of U
q
(G) were rst
considered in [3], [4], [5], [6] for generic values of the deformation parameter. Actually all
results from the representation theory of G carry over to the quantum group case. This
is not so, however, if the deformation parameter q is a root of unity. Thus this case is
very interesting from the mathematical point of view, cf. [7], [8], [9], and also [10].
The above developments use results on the embeddings of the reducible Verma mod-
ules. These embeddings are realized by the so-called singular vectors (or null or extremal
vectors). In [10] was given a general formula for the singular vectors which however was
not so explicit, except for the examples necessary for that paper. In [11] were given explicit
formulae for the singular vectors of Verma modules over U
q
(G) for arbitrary G corre-
sponding to a class of positive roots of G, which were called straight roots, and some
examples corresponding to arbitrary positive roots. Note that these results are complete
for G = A
`
since in that case all positive roots are straight. In all these cases the
singular vectors were given only through the simple root vectors as in earlier work in the
case q = 1 [12], [13], [14]. The basis in which these singular vectors were written turned
out to be part of a general basis introduced later in the context of quantum groups, though
for other reasons, by Lusztig [15].





terms of the Poincare-Birkho-Witt (PBW) basis and to relate these expressions with those
in terms of the simple root vectors of [11]. The rst result may be compared for q = 1
with the formulae of [16], while the second result is not known also for q = 1, except for
` = 2.
2. Denitions
Let G be a complex simple Lie algebra; then the quantum algebra U
q
(G) is the q-
deformation of the universal enveloping algebra U(G) dened [1], [17] as the associative



































































































)) is the Cartan matrix of G, ( ; ) is the scalar product






































Further we shall omit the subscript q in [m]
q
if no confusion can arise. Note also that


















The above denition is valid also when G is an ane Kac-Moody algebra [1].
















, where H is the Cartan subalgebra spanned by
the elements H
i








, the sets of positive,
negative, roots, respectively; 
S
will denote the set of simple roots of . We recall that
H
j
correspond to the simple roots 
j












 2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; ), then









. For every  2 
+
the elements of G which span G






= 1). The Cartan{Weyl generators X
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We shall not use the fact that the algebra U
q
(G) is a Hopf algebra and consequently
we shall not introduce the corresponding structure.
3. Highest weight modules over U
q
(G)
The highest weight modules V over U
q
(G) are given by their highest weight  2
H

and highest weight vector v
0










; 8H 2 H : (3)































are Borel subalgebras of G.
We recall several facts from [10]. The Verma module V

is reducible if there exists
a root  2 
+
and m 2 IN such that





= 0 ; 
_
 2=(; ) ; (4)






 . If q is not a root of unity then (4) is also a necessary
condition for reducibility and then it may be rewritten as 2( +  ; ) = m(; ). (In
that case it is the generalization of the (necessary and sucient) reducibility conditions for
Verma modules over nite{dimensional G [19] and ane Lie algebras [20].) For uniformity
we shall write the reducibilty condition in the general form (4). If (4) holds then there











= ((H)  m(H)) v
s











is a proper submodule of V













is the highest weight vector of V
 m
; the isomorphism


























up to a non-zero multiplicative constant. The Verma module V

contains a unique
proper maximal submodule I

. Among the HWM with highest weight  there is a



















is reducible. If V

reducible
with respect to (w.r.t.) to every simple root (and thus w.r.t. to all positive roots), then
L

is a nite-dimensional highest weight module over U
q
(G) [21]. The representations
of U
q
(G) are deformations of the representations of U(G), and the latter are obtained
from the former for q ! 1 [21].

































The aim of the present paper is to give expressions for the singular vectors in terms
of the PBW basis and to relate these expressions with those of [11].
4. Singular vectors in PBW basis
In this paper we consider U
q
(G) when the deformation parameter q is not a nontrivial
root of unity. This generic case is very important for two reasons. First, for q = 1 all
formulae are valid also for the undeformed case and formulae for the relation with [11] are
new also for q = 1. Second, the formulae for the case when q is a root of unity use the
formulae for generic q as important input as is explained in [11].








) =  1 for






for ji   jj 6= 1 . Then every root  2 
+
is given






+    + 
j
, where 1  i  j  `; in particular, the simple




. We recall that for A
`





+   + 
`
and that every root  2 
+












; : : : ; 
j
. This means that it is enough to give the formula for the singular vector
corresponding to the highest root.






be the Cartan-Weyl generators corresponding to the roots 
ij
with






, correspond to the simple roots 
i
. The CW generators

























































































































if  =  + ,
; ;  2 
+
. This order is not complete but this is not a problem, since when two roots








Let us have condition (4) fullled for ~, but not for any other positive root:








= 0 ; m 2 IN ; (10a)













6= 0 ; 8
ij
6= ~ ; 8m
0
2 IN : (10b)
Let us denote the singular vector corresponding to (10a) by v
m;~
s
. We take an arbitrary
linear combination of the PBW basis and impose rst the condition (5a) with  ! ~ which


















































































, 1  i < j  `, are such that all powers
are nonnegative. The coecients C
T
depend on the variables t
ij
, and are to be found
by imposing the annihilating condition (5b). As expected they are xed up to an arbitrary
































































































For ` = 2 and t = t
12
this formula is given [22], and for q = 1 and ` = 2; 3 in [12]. For
q = 1 our formula would coincide with the result of [16], if we correct one of the denitions





























5. Relation between the two expressions for the singular vectors
Here we would like to present the relation between the expressions for the singular vectors
in the PBW basis given in (11) and in the simple root vectors basis given in [11]. The




















































































































































5.1. C-coecients in terms of a-coecients




















































































































































































































in which here we set b =  a, c = 1   a,  = m, and use sign minus. Lemma 2 follows
just from (1c) and (8).
5.2. a-coecients in terms of C-coecients
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